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to scream, or not to scream
for soft-serve ice cream
By LeAnn Kuntz
Students at Moorhead State
College are talking about
it as if it were another
decision handed down by
President Gerald Ford. What is
it? A price hike? No. It is a new
ice cream service which serves
hard ice cream instead of soft,
Dairy Queen-type ice cream at
the local delicatessen, Kise
Commons.
Although students who eat on
the 7-day meal contract at Kise
have reacted happily to the
installation of the new hard ice
cream service, there has been
much disappointment because a
soft-service was expected.
Particularly upset about the
situation is Greg Pribula (jrAlvarado) who as president of
Minnesota College and
University Residence Hall As
sociation (MinnCURA) par
ticipated in corps committee
deliberations which the terms
for the food service contracts
that six Minnesota state
colleges are now bound to. A
soft ice cream service was
included in the contract he says.
"The idea that something like
this was put into the contract
and not carried through is
grounds for breach of contract,
as far as I'm concerned," says
Pribula.
Clint Stacy, manager of the
MSC food service, says, "With

fewer students it could be done. facilities.
Cost doesn't really enter into it.
Electrical problems, placement
"I can't believe a multiof the machine and keeping it million dollar company that has
full of mix are why we decided been working for so long hasn't
to serve hard ice cream instead researched into the situation
— which is better quality ice before signing their contract. It
cream anyway."
kind of blows your mind." says
Pribula. "I wonder what they're
He explained that one batch trying to get away with."
meaning a gallon and a half,
would take one half hour to
The director of Mankato
make and would serve only 20 to State's food service, Sam Haj,
30 students. To keep the 1,925 says there is a soft serve
students on board contract machine that will work and it is
"finger- lickin happy", he on order for Mankato. Because
estimates 50 to 60 gallons a day of the problem of availability,
of soft ice cream.
the machine will not arrive until
March or April and only if the
As a substitute, ARA Slater, students want it. The idea has
the company presently under not been brought before the
contract at MSC, has provided students yet. Mankato and MSC
vanilla ice cream with three serve about the same number of
flavors of toppings — chocolate, students on board contracts.
butterscotch and strawberry.
Servings which may only be
In the meantime, hard ice
picked up individually and not cream in at least seven dif
taken out of the lunch room are ferent flavors, is being served.
available in unlimited amounts. Says Haj, "The cost of soft ice
"We just have to do it that way cream is really cheaper even
or not all all," says Stacey with the expense for the right
referring to the substitution.
equipment to serve it. You're
also getting the real thing in
Pribula contends that ARA hard ice cream while in soft ice
Slater, as one of the biggest food cream you just get ice milk and
services in the nation, knows maybe in two flavors which can
better than to put something in get sickening after a while."
their contract that is not
feasible. When the companies
Pribula is willing to recognize
did their bidding they knew the fact that maybe hard ice
what they were getting into cream is a better idea or that
because they each visited the maybe students would rather
schools to see food service have hard ice cream. "But," he

What's your favorite flavor? Ice cream monitor Becky Kent (ir-Hopkins)
suggests a butterscotch sundae from a variety- of sundaes, popsides and
Photo by Bruce Crummy,
fudgesicles.

says, "the point is that they
(ARA Slater) can't tell us, now,
that it's unfeasible to put in a
soft service machine."
He says that "the machinery
has not been set up yet" for
changing the situation, but once
students are picked for the food
service committee things wilL
start moving. "Never before
has a committee had so much

power," adds Pribula who
hopes to head the committee.
According to the company's
contract a food committee is
authorized to review the
company's service each
quarter. Based on the reviews
and how the company reacts to
suggestions, the committee has
the power to remove the
company.

put out that cigarette!

Don't Smoke Day could be a real drag for the puffers
By Pam Robinson

D-Day. Oct. 7, 1974. Put out
that cigarette!
On that day many smokers in
Minnesota will pledge not to
light-up.
D-Day stands for Don't
Smoke Day — the first
statewide effort to get as many
smokers as possible to give up
smoking for one day.
The smokers sign pledge
cards, making a promise that
they will not smoke on that day.
This campaign is patterned
after a similar one held in

Monticello, MN, last January.
In Monticello, almost every
smoker in the town did not
smoke for one day. Stores did
not even sell cigarettes.
It was found, three months
later, seven per cent of the
persons who stopped smoking
for one day did not return to
their old habit.
How many smokers at
Moorhead State College will not
light up on Oct. 7? It is hard to
speculate, but a few students
offered their comments on the
subject.
Bev Stitt (jr-Minnetonka): "I

•••••••••••••••••*
Voter registration will be conducted oncampus from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Oct. 7-11. Tables
will be set up in Comstock Memorial Union,
Weld and McLean Halls, similar to those set
up for Student Senate elections. Students will
need only fill out a postcard in order to
register. The rest of the procedure will be
taken care of for registering for the Nov. 5
election.

smoke once in a while, but idea. It will give those who want
usually only when I'm drinking. to quit an extra incentive."
I think D-Day is good for those
Linda Otis (so-Fargo): "No
who need motivation to quit.
But I also feel if people want to comment."
smoke it's their business."
Wayne Steinhorst (soHelan Brubakken (jr-South Alexandria): "It's a good idea,
St. Paul): "I think it's a good 'cause I get sick when I smell
idea for those who are serious smoke."
about it."
Janna Carlson (fr-Fertile):
Paul Zise (so-Deer Creek): "I "I don't think it's going to help,
don't think it will work. Only because you just decide when
people with great amounts of you want to quit."
willpower, like myself, could
Nancy Carlson (srquit smoking cigarettes!."
Richfield): "You're probably
Patty Olson (so-Detroit just going to smoke 2 packs on
Lakes): "I think that's just Oct. 8."
great! Too bad they can't do
Mary Crosby: "I'm a slave
that all year."
for a cigarette."
Judy Patton (so-Grand
B i l l S t o e b e ( jr Rapids): "I think everybody
should put forth a little effort so Breckenridge): "I think it's fine
for the addicts who need
they can quit."
cigarettes."
Wendy Keller ( so These are but a few of the
Bloomington): "The idea is a
good one. I only hope it works." opinions expressed by MSC
students concerning D-Day.
Joan Groothuis (fr-Clara
The remaining question is will
Dity): "I think it's a decent

it work?
We will just have to wait until
the smoke clears on Oct. 7 and
see if anyone had any buts about
D-Day.

paging thru...
Want to know what makes
your Student Senate President
tick? See Page 7.
Check the centerfold to see
what kind of jobs MSC
students held to work their
way through college.
Did you miss Godspell at the
Fargo Community Theatre?
Turn to The Arts section for
a review.
Rumor has it that woman's
sports on the MSC campus

have a lack of participants.
Read about it on Page 14.
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a solid MSC contest

Wohlwend vs. Beauchamp in legislative race
Beauchamp

Concerning the demands of
students and political issues of
their interest, Wohlwend in
sists, "I support them all."
Although he refuses to predict
the outcome of the liquor-oncampus issue, the incumbent
representative plans, if re
elected, to spend much time
rewriting the unsatisfactory noliquor law. "The college ad
ministration will probably have
the ultimate decision," says
Wohlwend.

taining his degree at St. John's
University, Collegeville, MN.
From 1963-65, he served in the
Peace Corp as a Community
Development Officer. Most of
this time was spent in NE
Thailand, but a visit to
beautiful Bali, Indonesia,
initiated many return visits to
the island where he met a girl
named Artini whom he married
in 1967.

By Clare Friesen
His name is Dave
Beauchamp. You have seen the
name on triangular campaign
signs throughout Moorhead, or
perhaps you have spoken with
the man behind the name in the
Financial Aids Office at
Moorhead State College. He is
the DFL-endorsed candidate for
state representative from
District 9A.
Beauchamp _ received his
The young candidate who
peers seriously from his Masters Degree in Counseling
brochures, relaxing in his and Guidance at the University
home, surrounded by art of of North Dakota. He worked in
Thailand and Indonesia, speaks various government positions in
quietly on subjects ranging Washington DC and East Grand
from the campaign issues to the Forks, settling in Moorhead in
origin of his childrens' names. 1968.
Beauchamp first visited
Moorhead in 1962 after ob-

v\

Large Selection

The Beauchamps have two
children, Andrew, who is in
second grade and two-and-ahalf year old Dorina.

/

WEDDING 4
INVITATIONS and V
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NAPKINS
BRIDAL BOOKS
ACCESSORIES
Fast Service,
Beautiful Styles,
Reasonably Priced!
Napkins Imprinted Free
with $25 Wedding Order

{jd&fCds
C£RD &GIFT SHOP
West Acres
Shopping Center
Fargo, N.D.

Despite these campus and
community ties, Wohlwend
forsees a close election outcome
against Dave Beauchamp, the
DFL candidate as his contender for the State
Representative slot. The race is
partisan for the first time, and
Wohlwend concedes a growing
Democrat population in
Moorhead. As yet, his scouting
report on his opponent is in
sufficient. "I know nothing
about Beauchamp's politics,"
admits Wohlwend.

Beauchamp remarks that his
name can be translated to
"beautiful fields," as the
wheatfields of the Midwest
when the wind blows gently
across them.
Beauchamp's main concern
in his bid for state represen
tative is to bring about "peopleoriented legislation". One
example of this would be to
work towards decreasing
regressive taxes such as the
property taxes. He also speaks
of fighting inflation, especially
in areas where the low income

DFL candidate Dave Beauchamp
muses with the crowd.

and stable income people are associates and wife, Ramona.
strongly affected.
They talk of sports too, of
course."We
never miss a ball
Beauchamp's message to
students is to keep in touch with game," says Ramona. How
your legislator — acquaint him her husband, with that kind of
with your problems in areas schedule, has compiled his
such as rising tuition. In turn, history of community in
the legislator has a duty to keep volvement may never be
the students, and all people in
general, informed. He referrs to
this as a "two unit in
volvement" with responsibility
on both sides.

Wohlwend
By Mark Newman
On a Sunday
autumn af
ternoon the consensus of people
living in
Moorhead watch
professional, living-room
combat on television, much of it
from nearby Bloomington. Few
can resist Tarkenton and Page
and Foreman.
Few watch as intently as Neil
Wohlwend.
Otherwise, the 61-year-old
Republican-endorsed candidate
for state representative talks
anxiously with friends and

Fargo's Notorious

FLAME
408 Roberts St.

Enjoy Fine Food & Excellent
24 Hours a Day — 7 Days
2901 WEST MAIN - FARGO
CENTER AVE. MALL - MOORHEAD

Entertainment
Nightly

This Week—October 1-5
OCTOBER 7-12—CHATEAU

Wohlwend's own
con
servative politics are amended
by his own thoughts on Richard
Nixon's guilt in the presidency.
"And I thought the pardon was
premature," adds his wife.
Having just recovered from a
stomach operation, Wohlwend
wants to dispel rumors about

known.
Wohlwend's record is im
pressive. As a first-term
legislator, the office of state
represenative is
merely
Wohlwend's most recent
political success. His previous
leadership has ranged from the
Moorhead city council to
president of the chamber of
commerce. Wohlwend's in
volvement with other groups
and activities, including Red
Cross and church, is even more
remarkable. Judging by the
dignity of his home, untidied
only by carpet-strewn sports
magazines, Wohlwend also finds
time for his real
estate
business and a former part
nership in Sportland.
Nonetheless, Wohlwend
emphasises his interest in
Moorhead State College. A 1937
graduate of MSC, Wohlwend
was Dragon football coach and
physical education teacher
from 1947-49. Since then he has
been active on the alumni board
and elected to the Dragon Hall

Neil Wohlwend.

his health, "I feel real good."
At 61, the silver-haired fox of
Moorhead politics may in fact
be finally matured for his best
years. "I feel pretty young yet,"
says the
former footballer
gesturing energetically.
^"1thinkIhave the pulse of the
city of Moorhead. I know the
people's desires and needs, and
Ihave done things for people for

rtf I?0*YIQ

nr

Fargo's Only
Go-Go Girls

>>

"WE CHEW SHOP"
Interstate 94 and Hiway 75
South Moorhead — 236-8200

5:30-7:00 — 8:30-12:45

DIRTY BIRD LOUNGE
UGLIES

pnoTO oy IKUI i

UNRAVELED?
'CAUSE YOU CAN'T
FIND WHEELS AT
ASENSIBLE PRICE?

SUFFER NO MORE!
CALL MARK KIEFER

236*8200
(after 5 o'clock)
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SS dissolves MSCSA constitution;
deals with efficient reorganization plan

announcements
Student teaching assignments
for Winter Quarter 1974-75 for
students majoring in Secondary
Education,
Traditional
Elementary Education or
Special Field Education will be
given out at a mass meeting
scheduled for 4 p.m. Nov. 4 in
the Biology Hall Auditorium,
according to Arlo Brown,
director of Student Teaching.

By Pamela Knudson
Although several issues were
tabled at their Monday meeting,
the Student Senators did pass a
resolution to dissolve the
Minnesota State College
Student Association (MSCSA)
as a delegate assembly and its
constitution.
. v
The new structure of the
organization, under the same
name, will consist of a
presidents' council of the state
college student presidents and a
"resource group" of student
coordinators at each school who
represent legislative,
academic, student and com
munication affairs.

The costs would be split
between only those schools
participating in the projects on
the basis of an amount
proportionate to their campus
population or an even division
among participating campuses.
In other business, Hegranes
appointed Randy Miller (soMound), Mark Vanyo (sr-East
Grand Forks) and Jean
Farrand (so-Sioux Falls, SD) to
study the question of liquor on
campus, made imminent
because of a law discovered
which would allow the sale of
temporary licenses to non-profit
organizations to retail 3.2 beer.

without remuneration.
Brisk debate ensued with
Powell and Eisner in arguing
the necessity of an ombudsman
in cases such as registration
problems. Said Powell: "You
don't go to the American
Lutheran Church with a
problem, you go to your
pastor." He emphasized the
need for the personal aid in
many categories that an om
budsman could offer.
Opposing factions questioned
the need for such an
organization based on the
volume of complaints. Several
wondered, also, about future
funding of this service.

Wanna be a Sweetheart?

Started last spring, the group
was originally the female

GOING OUT
OF
BUSINESS

Oct. 4 deadline for graduate
students to apply for over
500 overseas study grants

Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

Candidates must be U.S.
citizens at the time of
application, hold a bachelor's
degree or its equivalent by the
beginning date of the grant,

Jflovoers Hnltntxtefc
Richard Ernst
CENTER AVE.

HOLIDAY MALL

Now on their own feet,
Sweethearts are planning more
community projects in addition
to exchanges with the Vets.

The Vet's Sweetheart Club
will hold an organizational
As a fledgling club, the
meeting for new members 7:30
Sweethearts welcome any big
p.m. Thursday, Oct. 10 in the
hearts to call Linda Poppensus
Senate Chambers of Comstock
• at 236-3907 or Ann Tollefson at
Memorial Union.
233-6156 for more information.

Lance Onan(so-Sabin) was
As of Tuesday four of the
seven Minnesota state colleges appointed to study the question
Wayne Struble (so-Fargo)
had approved the resolution of the Senate purchasing a stated that the Senators and the
unanimously: Bemidji, St. cassette recorder for use in a Student Advisors could perform
Cloud, Winona and Moorhead possible ombudsman capacity. t h i s f u n c t i o n . C o n t i n u e d
State Colleges. The Student
Struble: "If we want to make
Senate at Southwest State
The ombudsman service has the Senate meaningful, let's
College defeated the bill with 18 not been re-instated by this make it serve that purpose."
opposed, none for and one ab- year's Senate. This was the
s t e n t i o n . M a n k a t o a n d thrust of Walter Eisner's (jrAs the measure began losing
Metropolitan State Colleges are Luverne) address to the Senate. ground, Vanyo moved to have
still considering the proposal. He presented a proposal for the the measure, tabled. That
body to re-instate an om motion passed without op
A meeting scheduled for budsman council.
position. Powell promised to
Friday afternoon, Oct. 4, in St.
draw up a position paper on
Paul will deal with the future of
Eisner was last year's om what the ombudsman "could
the MSCSA reorganization plan. budsman, replacing retiring and should" do and present it to
Phil Powell (sr-Moorhead). His the Senate. He said the Senators
It is hoped by proponents of services now are apparently are unclear about the function
the reorganization that the new being offered to people "who of an ombudsman, hence their
MSCSA will be a more effectual remember him from last year" hesitation to adopt the proposal.
and efficient body since the
decision-making will be con
fined to a smaller core. Student
Senate President Steve
Hegranes (sr-Moorhead) ex
plained that any decision he
might make at an MSCSA
meeting without prior approval
of the Senate would be "null and
void."
Only a day remains
in h a v e l a n g u a g e a b i l i t y
Another advantage to the w h i c h q u a l i f i e d g r a d u a t e c o m m e n s u r a t e w i t h t h e
reorganization plan, he noted, students may apply for one of demands of the proposed study
was that a school can choose if it 550 grants for graduate study projects, and good health.
wants to be involved in a par abroad available in 52 nations. Preference is given to those
ticular project or not. Under the
between 20 and 35 years of age.
old constitution, he said, a
The grants are offered under
school did not have that t h e M u t u a l E d u c a t i o n a l
Application forms and further
privilege — each act had to Exchange Program (Fulbright- i n f o r m a t i o n f o r s t u d e n t s
receive official sanction from Hays Bill) and by foreign currently enrolled at Moorhead
all the state colleges.
governments, universities and State College may be obtained
private donors.
from the MSC Fulbright
Program adviser Dr. B. W.
Most of the grants offered McCashland, in 205 B Owens
Unisex Place For
provide
r o u n d - t r i p Hall.
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
transportation, tuition and
Fargo, North Dakota
maintenance for one academic
The
deadline for filing
y e a r ; a f e w p r o v i d e applications on this campus is
international travel only or a Oct. 4, 1974.
stipend intended as a partial
grant-in-aid.

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World

auxiliary to the Vet's Club.
Working with Vet's,
Sweethearts collected Betty
Crocker coupons to purchase a
van for the disabled. They also
visited the Veteran's Hospital in
Fargo and helped Vets prepare
a smelt fry for the patients. The
Sweethearts were responsible
for sending an area child to
YMCA camp last summer.

25 per cent discount
on all diamond rings.
20 per cent discount
on all of the store
items. Lay away for
Christmas or bir
thdays.
Discounts
apply to all items
except fair trade
items.

HALE
Jewelers
212 Broadway, Fargo
NO INTEREST ON CHARGES

We Specialize in Custom Paint
and Fiberglass Bodies

7i<Vtt6w€4t
AUTO BODY
1522 MAIN-FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102

We have a beautiful selection of dried fall
materials. New shipments weekly. Also green
plants for your dorm rooms.

Dial 232-2703
FREE ESTIMATES AND GLASS INSTALLATIONS
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Notice
10 a.m. Thursday, Oct. 10 to 3 a.m. Sunday,
Oct. 13, KMSC radio and the MSC Advocate
will co-sponsor a record album give-away
contest.
KMSC radio will attempt to give away 65
LP's. A disc jockey will make one phone call
an hour to a listener. That listener will have to
answer the secret question in 30 seconds or
less. All answers can be found in the Oct. 10
issue of the Advocate.

(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they «"•
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-wriften
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
Registrar
STUDENT TEACHING: Student Teaching assignments for Winter Quarter

By Janis Fredrickson
Do you suffer from smokers cough? Cigarette burns on
clothes and furniture? The increasing cost per pack? Now
you can kick the habit for a day on Oct. 7.

1974-75 for secondary majors, special field majors, and traditional
elementary majors will be given out on Monday, Nov. 4, at 4 p.m. in Biology
Hall 110. The meeting will last one hour.

Don't Smoke Day, or D-Day,is a state-wide effort to get all
Minnesota puffers to quit for the day. The general aim is for
the tobacco nuts to quit for good after abstaining for one
day. Copied from an anti-smoking day in Monticello, MN
last winter, Oct. 7 could be the start of a whole new life for
some heavy smokers.

PLACEMENT MEETING: A placement information meeting for students
planning to graduate during the 1974-75 academic year will be held Wed
nesday, Oct. 9, at 10 a.m. in Biology Hall 110 (large lecture room). There will
be a discussion of placement opportunities for seniors completing a BA (nonteaching) degree. No Obligation. Find out about the job market.
JOB SHOP: This week we have oodles of jobs to offer. In fact, more jobs than

For the MSC contribution, let's go along with the rest of
the state's efforts. Leave your packs at home on Oct. 7. Try
and have the courtesy to refrain from striking the usual 40
matches if you are a 2-pack-a-day smoker. As a state-wide
effort, I think it is important enough to be considerate to all
your nonsmoking friends and neighbors one day out of the
year.

job hunters. There are many new and interesting work experiences available
for college students. Some of them are: bartending, bus driving, being a
nurse aide, office work and sales clerking. There are jobs open for people
who like the outdoors and also positions if you enjoy the atmosphere of West
Acres. Stop in the Job Shop soon and check these possibilities out. Your
chances of finding employment could not be better! The Job Shop is located
at 209 Owens and we are open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday thru Friday.

CAREER SESSIONS: What to do with a Communication Major? The first of
a continuing series of career development rap sessions will be held Monday,
Oct. 7, 3-4 p.m. in the Counseling Center (Flora Frick Hall). Faculty reps
from the English, Mass Comm, Speech-Theatre, Foreign Language, and
Speech Pathology and Audiology departments will discuss career op
portunities in the communications field. Students interested in com
munications or for those undecided about a major are welcome to attend.
Free coffee will be served. Sponsored by the Counseling and Personal
Growth Center and the Career Planning and Placement Office.

So find the nearest ashtray and see what the world is like
through unfiltered air.
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By Philip Hilker
Whoever initiated the "four seasons"
theory should be shipped to Siberia naked on a
one-way train. It's the only humane thing to
do.
Less than two weeks ago most of the
western world celebrated the first day of
autumn. In Fargo-Moorhead the temperature
was hovering somewhere between 80 and 90
degrees and students frolicking in the sun in
cut-offs or halter tops was not an uncommon
sight. Autumn had finally arrived.
Well, to no one's surprise, autumn lasted
about a week. That's long by F-M standards.
In fact, that's almost a record, when you
consider that weonly had three days of spring
this year.
Yes, winter is here. There's frost on the
pumpkin and everything else for that matter.
Tell-tale signs of winter are everywhere
leaving no doubt that within days we can
expect our first snow-flurries — probably on
the day your class decides to meet outside.

You know it's winter when you walk into a
building from outside and your glasses turn
into instant Mr. Misty's.
You know it's winter when you hit your first
patch of ice and do a Peggy Flemming right
into the still-blooming flower bed.
You know it's winter when everyone's noses
look like they spent the night before at Mick's
Office.
You know it's winter when the heat in your
dorm room is turned up all the way and you
feel like you're either in the Sahara Desert or
the far reaches of Antartica.
You know it's winter when you see Santa
Clauses and hear Christmas carols at West
Acres before Halloween.
Yes, if you haven't already noticed, winter
is definitely here. So get out yourthermals,
unpack that scarf and zip up your parkas
'cause we're heading into the big one.

You know it's winter when Dewey
P.S. Concerning the person who initiated
Bergquist predicts a "grade A" day only for the "four seasons" theory, if he can't be
you to walk outside the next morning and see shipped to Siberia, just send him to Fargoyour breath.
Moorhead.
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three opera presentations set as
SABC alots $1500 to program
By Pamela Knudson
Opera
programming,
directed by Ricardo Visus at the
Music Development will receive
$1,500 t h i s y e a r f o r t h e
presentation of three per
formances, the Student Activity
Budget Committee (SABC)
decided Friday.

Visus said that he considers
performances as workshops
and added that two credits
will be granted to those students
involved. Each music rpajor
must have a certain number of
vocal-ensemble credits to
graduate, he said when
questions arose about using
Visus confronted the com activity money for creditmittee with a request for $515 earning events.
per quarter to stage "two
evenings of opera scenes with
Fifteen students are
costumes and stage using old registered in the opera
sets, etc., and one liturgical program so far, said Visus, but
drama in collaboration with he expects more to join as the
collegium musicum directed by program proceeds. He noted
Dr. Robert Pattengale."
that the two programs offered
last spring and winter were
The SABC sheared $45 from "very, very well attended,"
filling and nealy filling the
the 1974-75 request.
Center for the Arts recital hall
each time.
Last year the SABC ap
propriated no funds for opera
"These are mini-operas, in a
on the condition that it would
consider a request at"such time sense," explained Philipps,
as Mr. Visus came up with a "not full-length operas with
proposal for opera," SABC costumes and grandiose sets."
Chairman Eugene Philipps
noted.
"The Barber of Seville" is
planned for one of the three
He said the committee performances which will be
"balked" at the $4,500 opera presented each quarter.
request last spring,
which
included $3,500 for one opera
There will be no charge for
and $1,000 for workshops. This student admission to these
request was rejected.
events.

SESAME

RED, WHITE & BLUE

'(Returnable — Throw away)^

HY BASKETS

o
Q.

%
FURNITURE

BLACKH0RSE ALE
WESTERN &
COLD SPRING
"CHECK OUR WINES"

PLACEMATS

Against N. Dak. You will be
pleasantly surprised!

AV-' CHRISTMAS
^ DECORATIONS

ROUNDHOUSE"]
94 LIQUORS
12th Ave. S& Old Hwy. 52
236-9494 — Moorhead

T

T/exall
Buy

2and Save!

Herbal Conditioning
Shampoo 2*$219
Moorhead Rexall Drug

WIN FREE LP's
••••••

In cooperation with KMSC, the ADVOCATE is sponsoring a contest during homecoming weekend. During
broadcasting hours KMSC disc jocks will call random
MSC students and ask a question about one of the ads
in the Advocate's homecoming issue. If a student
answers correctly, he or she will become the proud
owner of a brand-new record album.

N. Side. Center Mall
233-1529

THE $59.95
10-SPEED
(and why Wheelsports
doesn't sell one.)

••••••••••

Because it is no BARGAIN.
A low price does not a
bargain make, but a good price for
outstanding QUALITY is a bargain. Our
BARGAIN includes an excellent warranty and
trained service personnel.
The Batavus Champion and Condor sport at
$99.50 is our answer to the $59.95 10-speed.
STOP AT WHEELSPORTS INC. AND SEE OUR

BARGAINS!!!
Open Until 9: OO Mon.-Fri.
5 P.M. on Sat.

OuSX O,

vr. n SAiT -r

STANDBY YOUR PHONE AND READ
THE ADS IN THE ADVOCATE
KMSC MIGHT CALL YOU.

1ST

WHEELSPORTS

2525 Hwy. 10 East Moorhead - 236-3700
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Brent Moore is first full-time
student activities director
By Janis Fredrickson

There is now a person and a
place atMoorfiead State College
where students can go for help
and counsel with campus
activities.
Brent Moore, a 1974 graduate
of West Texas State University,
Texas, is the new Student
Activities Director at MSC. Bob
Schoenberger, who was
assistant director of student
development last year, fulfilled
some of the duties of a student
ctivities director, but only on a
part-time basis.
Graduating with a business
management major and math
and psychology minors, Moore
wanted to work with student
union activities. When asked
why he chose MSC he explained,
"It didn't matter where I got a
job — East, West South or dead
center. I just wanted to work
with a student union. If a
person puts locational
restrictions on the kind of job
wanted, they probably won't get
one. It didn't really matter
where I finally ended up."

two years, was on the
Homecoming Committee for
four years, belongs to the Sigma
Phi Epsilon Fraternity and has
been listed in the "Who's Who in
American Colleges and
Universities."

As Stjydent Activities
Director, Moore has a list of 15
tasks to complete that fall
under his job description. Some
of the duties are: to provide aid
and guidance to students who
Scheduling events on campus
wish to start new organizations, will also be a function of
to develop an activity booklet Moore's job. He will be in
i d e n t i f y i n g a l l e x i s t i n g charge of helping departments
activities and organizations,
and organizations plan activities
develop and make available a and help them avoid conflicts.
l i s t o f o r g a n i z a t i o n s a n d He hopes the organizations will
officers^ and to serve as a work together instead of
r e s o u r c e p e r s o n a n d competing.
administrative supervisor for
the program board.
Moore's office is located in
Moore also acts as an advisor Student Union, and he is
t o s t u d e n t o r i e n t a t i o n available from 9 until 5, and
committees and is responsible sometimes later if activities are
to assist in the establishment scheduled.
of the committee, to carry out
responsibilities as assigned by
the committee and to work with
coordinators to implement
programs, among other duties.

Moore was president of the
Moore stresses one of his
Student Activities Council at
West Texas State University for main concerns as MSC Student

women invited
to Delta Pi
Delta meeting

A perfect Keepsake diamond
brilliant and beautiful forever.

610 Main, Fargo
232-2008
Open Mon. Until 9:00
Evenings By Appointment

Activities Director will be to
"stretch the budget." He is also
concerned that present advisors
of campus organizations and
groups do not know how to
adequately influence or help
their group. Moore suggests
holding leadership courses for
campus advisors as a means of
making them more aware of
their role as an advisor.

Delta Pi Delta will have an
open house from 1-4 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 9, at Lommen
230. Any woman who is
presently enrolled at Moorhead
State College or who is thinking
about returning to college is
invited.
Delta Pi Delta is a social
organization which provides
women who are older than the
average student an opportunity
to talk over college related
problems with other women
who are facing the same
situations.
For more information phone
236-9191.

ATTENTION FOREIGN
CAR OWNERS
We specialize in imported car sales
and service on all makes.
Fall tune-up special
all 4 cylinder imports $16.88 & ad

Brent Moore.

Art Department request for $800
more granted by Budget Committee

The Student Activity Budget
Committee (SABC) approved a
request from the Art Depart
ment Friday for $800 to cover
eleven art shows scheduled this
year.

unusual in the numbers of
student shows," his report
noted, "but for this year and
probably the dimly foreseeable
future, this may be the way we
will have to go."

Marcell Stratton, associate
professor of Art, presented a
two-page report to the com
mittee in which he stated that
the Art Activities Budget was
allocated $2,000 for 1974-75 and
after "last year's debts were
paid off ... the figure was
$1,015.59." (The SABC allocated
$2,500 for Art activites for 197374.)

He added that student shows
are "quite good, but too much
local talent excludes that source
the college and community
needs for real growth and
assimilation — major exhibits
from the outside world. In
breeding is self-destructive in
the Arts."

received "a credit in the form of
a grant" from the Lake Agassiz
Arts Council of $700 for par
ticipation in "Imagination '74"
for displaying the "Touch and
See' project from Sept. 29-Oct.
9.

"The actual expenditures of
the grant at the time of this
writing are not available nor
accurately predictable,"
Stratton reported. "Any monies
not spent on the 'Touch and See'
exhibit will remain in the
gallery budget. Also, some will
be applied to the 'Geodesign'
Stratton conceded that it was show just ended."
the "Two Nations: Six Artists"
Since the beginning of the exhibit "that blew the budget
Stratton, replacing Timothy
fiscal year, July 1, 1974, "ex clear out of the water."
Ray as caretaker of the Art
penses for two exhibits, one
Activity Budget and coordinator
rental for a forthcoming exhibit
Publicity for this event cost of the gallery shows this year,
and numerous expenditures for "nearly $1,000," he commented. said his "first act in this job was
supplies have been charged "The average cost for publicity to cancel" a show planned
against the account," the report (nine exhibits) during the 1973- which would have cost $500 in
read.
74 season was $64.50." About rental fees.
$750 was spent solely for
The current balance in the brochures in the "Two Nations"
"The minimal rental fee for
account amounts to $395.87, he event.
which you can get original art is
said.
$250," he said. That is the
The Gallery Committee plans rental fee for the up-coming
S t r a t t o n , A r t G a l l e r y to enlist the aid of the college's "Arakawa Drawings" show,
manager, asked for $840.13 to graphic design students and Oct. 14-31.
cover estimated expenses for printing facilities which
this year's nine student shows, "should reduce the cost of
The approval of $800 by six
one faculty exhibit and an publicizing each event, we members of the SABC was
hope," the report said.
"Arakawa Drawings" show.
unanimous, leaving the Art
Activites Budget with a con
"The schedule is extremely
The Art Activities Budget tingency fund of $60 instead of
the requested $100.
The appropriations approved
for the opera program and the
Art Activites Budget result in a
$2,300 depletion in the SABC
ReserveFund.

24 Hrs. Service, Wherever You Are!
1101 CENTER AVE. MHD. 236-0510

For Service Call 235-2823 from 7 a.m.-ll p.m.

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. James
McAndrew
OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
5151st Ave. N.
Ph : 235-1292
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Hegranes sees SS as 'working part of whole' MSC Campus
By Pamela Knudson
In the race that pitted him
against Walter Eisner late last
winter quarter, Student Senate
President Steve Hegranes
admits there was a feeling of
widespread distrust working
against him because of his age
and close familiarity with the
administration.

was really a let-down." The point," saidHegranes, "it was a
school could not offer what he 7:30 class each morning in
was looking for in the way of social psych — a small class, so
German studies. "That's whatI we could really get into it."
was majoring in but no one else
Still, one more year passed
wanted me to major in it."
before Hegranes enrolled of
ficially in the fall of 1973. His
He took courses spring declared individualized major
quarter of '70 then quit school to
is sociology-student personnel.
About his age and its in
fluence or affect on students, he
says, "I never notice it. It's
neither been an aid nor a hin
drance. People are actually
surprised when they find out
how old we are."
"I think it's the experience in
and out of school that has helped
me, and took a few years to
gain."
He declined any role of a
father image and added that
"Dille could handle that if he
wants to."
Hegranes says he is working
at changing the stance of
student government away from
the "confrontive" and toward a
more "cooperative" attitude.
He stresses that the Senate
cannot be an entity unto itself,
viewing the administration as
some form of enemy.
"We cannot sit over here in
our corner of the union," he
remarked. "The Senate is an
integral part of the college; we
must be a working part of the
whole."

Steve Hegranes ponders his role as Student Senate president.

Hegranes asserts that, while
former Senates have not had a
very communicative
relationship with the ad
ministration, he hopes that his
ties with its members will be
productive.

On Feb. 12
of this year work at a local clothing store.
Hegranes, then 24 years old (the
Advocate erroneously
"It's hard to know what level
pronounced him 26, he says), I was when I left school what
won the race by a vote of 553- with all the withdrawals and
One product of his weekly,
379, or 58 per cent of the ballots incompletes," he said, but with informal talks with President
tallied as compared to Eisner's the two-and-a-half years out of Dille this summer, Hegranes
40 per cent.
school that followed, he was to pointed out, was to obtaining the
"get that all straightened out." needed library funds to
Since his victory, the major
maintain the hours it was open.
portion of spring quarter, he
Before that year had expired,
says, was spent in "getting to he married Colleen Aronson, an
Without these lines of com
know the place." He stepped English major at MSC he had
munication, Hegranes said, the
into the position pretty much known about three years. By hours may have had to been cut
"on his own." The retiring her employment as director of as funds had warranted.
P r e s i d e n t , D e b Z i t z o w , Grantham, and later Dahl Hall
graduated and left at the close Hegranes had "the best of two
"I believe we're gaining
of winter quarter.
worlds."
credibility with the ad
ministration," Hegranes
Hegranes had been in school
"I was in college and working maintained, "and the trust of
on a full-time basis only since on the outside," he mused. "I the students, it's starting, but it
that previous fall. Before that, 7 got to know Dille, Herring, will take a while to get back up
years ago, his feelings toward MacLeod on a professional where we should be."
student governmental bodies basis, not academically."
were indifferent at best; con
In all his connections with the
temptuous at worst.
"By the time I came back to administration, Hegranes
school I had an established denied that thfere had been any
That was his first year at relationship."
compromise i^ his beliefs and
MSC, fresh out of Moorhead
objectives.
High School. That was the
A friend's coaxing led him to
school year 1967-68. His major take a course in the Sociology
"There has been no com
was German. There was a Department under Bev Wesley promise," he stated, "Our goals
certain tension on college in the summer of 1972.
are the same."
campuses across the country.
Students protested. He was one
That was really a*turning
jjjs
efforts also include
of them.
The following fall, 1969, he left
for a semester's study in a
Vienna university.
When he returned, he said, "It

MOTHERS RECORDS
524 5th St No.

NEW ALBUM SALE
14,000 Top hit used Albums
Pinball arcade, tapes, pipes, incense, candies,
leather goods, used stereo equipment

"cleaning up the image" that coordinator, to advise and
MSC has in the community of coordinate the activities of
people. It shouldn't be that
Moorhead.
time-consuming if everyone
"The people still think in does their job."
terms of 'potheads and
At home,in Dahl Hall, he is a
protesters' when they think of
MSC," he noted. "I'm in woodworker, claiming to have
terested in getting the com turned an old R.A. lounge in the
munity to accept the college as basement into a workshop and
an industry to be protected; not there crafting much of the
to view it as a sore spot."
furniture in their first-floor
apartment.
Hegranes is also president of
Haunting antique shops and
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity
and vice president of Minnesota auctions, he and Ctolleen indulge
S t a t e C o l l e g e S t u d e n t their love of old furniture.
Association (MSCSA), two
"I'm a plant freak," he
offices to which he was elected
confesses. "She talks to them
late last spring.
andItake care of them." Their
"I haven't been in these apartment has been likened to a
positions long enough yet to jungle, he said, it houses some
know if they will conflict with thriving 70 plants.
my duties as Senate President,"
he observed. "But I don't think
they will, not if everyone is
doing what they're supposed
to."
"I think of myself

(jWii
Barbers
235-9442
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Everything
In Hair Design
Broadway and NP
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VOLKSWAGEN
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3405 W. Main, Fargo, N.D. Phone: 237-0630

OTTERING!
anything
anytime
anywhere

Catering is largely a matter of organization and years
of experience ... cooking, transporting and serving
meals of all kinds to groups of all sizes.
Katering Kitchen has years of experience working
with large and small groups developing menus to suit
any occasion.
Call us for your next social event. We'll work closely
with you to achieve the kind of meal you'll be proud to
serve your guests.
All we need is your order and a few hours notice for
proper preparation, and we'll serve the kind of a meal
you want — from a candlelight dinner for two to a full
buffet meal for a thousand.

Call: JEAN SCHMIDT at
237-3300 or 237-3458
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a job is a job is a job
By LeAnn Kuntz
Editor's note: College
students have been known to
work their tails off during
summer doing unusual jobs
sometimes calling for a certain
amount of humility. In an effort
to find out what students did this
summer, the Advocate in
terviewed people about their
summer jobs. We found pickle
pounders, brassier stuffers and
bomb makers in addition to
people who found nice sane
employment supervising at a
migrant school, busing at an
athletic club and working at
Glacier National Park.
Dave Jung (fr-Excelsior), a
pickle pounder at Gedney's
Pickle factor in Chaska, says
his summer job was definitely a
new experience for him. "You
had to have a lot of guts. A lot of
guys quit during the first two
hours." says Jung.

Jonell Johnson.

His job was to pound pickles
down after they were put in jars
so that a machine could put
•.covers on. If the pickles were
not pounded down far enough,
the jar smashed to the floor.
During the first hour Jung
caused some 30 jars to be
smashed because he could not
keep up. The factory took a 10minute break that day while
Dave "got it all together".

Joe Clark.
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Equally unfamiliar with her
job at stuffing brassieres into
boxes was the girl from Mpls.St. Paul who did it for the
money and says, "I won't do it
again. I'm sure there is
something better than this to
do."
She only did it for a week to
finish off her summer because
all the inventory work she was
doing was finished. She reports
that setting about 20 cups on her
knees and then stuffing them in
boxes was the quickest way to

r->**

V

Jung's record-breaking feat
of the summer was accidentally
breaking 32 jars in one hour and
receiving eight cuts on his body.
Total stitches for the summer
also numbered eight.
His big splash for the summer
was being thrown into a 30-foot
pickling tank by his "exfriend". According to Jung,
"The boss made me go through
the rest of the day with pickle
juice on me. You know, when it
dries, it turns a different color
and your clothes stick right to
you!"
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Kim Ryan.

"Many migrant babies were
sick all the time. Malnutrition,
lice and sores that spread were
common," says Bernstrom. The
government paid a full-time
nurse and all other services.
H o l l y B e r n s t r o m ( s r - The center was intended to be
L a n c a s t e r ) , w o r k i n g a s an educational place, not just a
supervisor in a day care center babysitting service. A Spanishfor migrants in Hallock, may American aide interpreted for
not have had eyeballing men to . Bernstrom.
contend with, but she did have
lice. The program involved
According to Bernstrom, the
infant to 3 year olds who neither program did not try to mess up
spoke nor understood English. the children's culture, but
pack and to attract the attention
of the other working guys at the
factory. She hadplentyof natural
blusher on that week.

planned Mexican food and "escusado" whic
activities.
in Spanish.
Many 2 and 3-year-olds were
not potty trained (most children
generally trained at 1% to 2
years) so Bernstrom quickly
l e a r n e d t h e m e a n i n g of

"After a while
training their
sometimes literal
the toilet. Whene^
running out of th<

... until you've stuffed bras
even turning it on when they
went out. Or sending their
children to camp at $1,500 a
month," says Jonell.

Lyn Pasik (jr-Mount Propsect, ID. found herself in a
situation probably just as
unique the day a bomb went off
at work. The close call came the
She had many people living in day she noticed one of the
her lane, like George C. Scott, bombs she was inspecting as
whom she never met. At the productions supervisor in a
satne time Joe Clark (fr- factory looked a little unusual.
Richfield) who worked at an She set it aside, intending to
athletic club in Bloomington check it later, but she noticed
met many well-known people the top starting to revolve, she
like members of the Vikings, zipped off to her supervisor for
North Stars and Twins who advice. He grabbed it, ran into
dined and worked there.
the field behind the factory and
as he threw it, it exploded.
Clark worked as a bus boy in a
banquet room. "Everything had
"I had to go home that day. I
to be done perfect. At times we was pretty shook up," com
had to carry heavy trays back ments Pasik. It was the first
and forth sometimes for 8 to 10 incident of that sort since the
hour stretches for as many as plant opened 15 years ago.
700 people. You go nuts; out of
your mind," says Clark, who
Pasik got her job by an
sinclerely believes his boss was s w e r i n g a n e w s p a p e r a d
a member of Hitler's Youth requesting factory help. Not
Corps.
until two or three days after she
began work did she find out she
It burned Clark that em was making bombs. "People
ployees were not allowed to eat told me we were making bombs,
or use the excellent sporting but I didn't believe it. Finally it
facilities at the club. "It would sunk in." said Pasik.
not look good" according to the
boss, says Joe. "The stereotype
Her job also included helping
of the rich is so true. They are so Spanish-factory workers, who
stuffy."
knew no English, fill out in
surance forms.
Kim Ryan's job (soMinnetonka) got a little stuffy
That was the interesting part
too. She pressed, washed and of the job for her. She claims
folded laundry for 48 hours a that she wouldv not mind
week at Glacier Park Lodge in working there again since the
Montana.
pay was pretty good and the
company very nice, although
she still has second thoughts
"When they said the job a b o u t e a r n i n g m o n e y b y
would be hard work, they making something that kills
weren't kidding. They really people.
meant it," says Ryan. Because
the pay was not too good she
says she will only return there if
she doesn't get a better paying
job.

Holly Bernstrom.

Dave Jung.

summer would make good stars
in a "prince and the pauper"
story with Bernstrom's migrant
children.

Photos by Pat Karley

Says Jonell, "The kids were
brought up very strictly and
were taught to obey, but yet got
everything they wanted."
Jonell was in charge of four
children and cleaning the whole
house for an Orthodox Jewish
family.

She claims their style of living
eans toilet excited,
saying 'Teacher
Teacher,' I knew what was is much more superficial and
society-minded than here.
wrong," says Bernstrom.
"They were penny-pinchers in
ads began
The kids Jonell Johnson (so- little things like food bargains,
His who
tided up in Jamestown, ND) took care of yet spent foolishly on other
kid came while she worked as a gover things like installing a $5,000
;hroom all ness in Greenwich, CT. this burglar alarm system and not

She had a lot of fun, especially
when the whole lodge
celebrated Christmas complete
with decorated trees, gifts,
parties and carols on July 25
and New Years with its
traditions on Aug. 1. She made a
lot of friends from all over the
country and everyone was very
close.
On her days off Ryan enjoyed
hiking, backpacking or hit
chhiking (which was a necessity
since no one under 23 could use
a car from the lodge). Par
ticularly vivid in her mind is the
time she and a few friends
hitched a ride in the camper of
an Indian's pick-up. They ended
up sharing seats with a dead
horse while the Indians
snickered in the front seat.
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FMCT handles 'Godspell'
with warm, informal flair
By Corinne Iversen

"Godspell,"a musical based on
the Gospel according to St.
Matthew, was presented by the
F-M Community Theatre
(FMCT) with a warm, informal
flair.
As stated by Dr. Jim Rockey,
director of the production, "The
combination of drama, religion,
myth and ritual in Godspell
invites fleeting thoughts about
ourselves as we sit in tne
FMCT, USA, Western
Hemisphere, Now, AD."
These elements produce a
curious effect that encompasses
the audience and invites them
to participate in the celebration
of life. This is shown as the
audience is coaxed to join in the
clapping during musical
presentations.

music
ic^H
By Jeff Baenen

Caribou, Elton John
Elton John and his alter ego,
Bernie Taupin, have almost
attained god-like immortality.
These guys can seemingly do
nothing wrong. Elton
reassembles a worn-out
melody, Taupin throws together
enough words that rhyme, and
presto! Another instantaneous
zillion-selling LP, with a
guaranteed three hit singles. I
do not know how they do it.
If Caribou is any indication of
things to come from the boys, it
looks as though the songwriting, hit-producing machine
is starting to wear down.

Budget Music
GRAND
OPENING
SPECIAL
221 Broadway

STEREO TAPES

S1.97

Ea.

TOP HITS - TOP ARTISTS
Sale of a lifetime
USED ALBUMS
USED TAPES AND
MUCH MORE

arts

stage. Rich Ulring (Fargo)
expressed the most exuberance
in vocalizing. Ulring started the
first musical number, "Prepare
Ye the Way of the Lord," with
such a radiance about him that
the meaning of the play became
evident.
Microphones were used for
the solos, which distracted from
the performance. Too much
time was taken by an actor to
walk over to the mike, pick it up
and walk back to their stage
position. The degree of
showmanship counteracted
this distraction in the per
formance by Forester.
Choreography was an im
portant factor in this produc
tion, but the precision was loose
and annoying. Free-style ex
pression, when the entire cast
was performing, was effective.

Chorus effects proved to be
uninhibited and interesting as
the entire cast appeared from
behind the audience. The song
was "Prepare Ye the Way of the
Lord" and the actors' ex
pression of praise came through
loud and clear.
Solos varied, but lacked
dynamics. "Day By Day," for
instance, was done well, but
lacked expression due to it's
familiarity with the average
music listener.
"All Good Gifts" is not nearly
as well known as "Day By
Day", but Michael Forester
(Fargo) projected its value in
clear, distinctive tonality. Gay
Mohr, as the Temptress, used
her voice with much versatility.
However, she lacked projection
as she made her way around the

Shirley Temple (Melanie Foss) stares in disbelief at Brother Michael
Collins' claim that he is Jesus.

The dance routine by Brother
Michael Collins and
Rich
Ulring, however, lacked con
tinuity.

hunting season opens

The stage setting was very
simple and mobile. This sim
plicity and mobility of the stage
props gave the eye and mind an
...Continued on Page 12

critic, with sharp quill, stalks 'Caribou,' Mott
Caribou contains some very
lovely numbers, and you will
find yourself humming them for
hours afterwards. But the songs

increasing frequency. And that
spells instant mediocrity.
As for the album, things start
jumping right from the very
start with Davey Johnstone's
rapid-fire guitar scratchings of
"The Bitch Is Back."Thisis a
song that has everything going
for it — great back-up by the
Tower of Power horn section,
gnashing instruments and
Elton's own brash vocals.

to come from John-Taupin are
"Pinky" hearkens back to the
numbered. Elton just signed a
$8 million contract with MCA melodious days of "Your Song"
for his next six albums, so the and "Tiny Dancer." "Grim
songs will be ground out with sby," an ode to the grimy
r
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this week
Oct. 1-20 — Smithsonian Institute presents: "Just Before
the War," art exhibit, CMU Gallery.
Oct. 1-9 — Touch and See, art show, CA Gallery.
Oct. 4 — Film classics presented by SUPB Films, Wooden
Nickel Coffeehouse, 8 p.m., free.
Oct. 4 — Open Mike, Wooden Nickel Coffehouse. 9-12 p.m.
Oct. 6 & 7 — Bill Steele, folk singer, Wooden Nickel Cof
feehouse, 9-12 p.m.
Oct. 8 — Stepperiwolf and Canned Heat, concert, New Field
House, NDSU 8 p.m. Admission charged.
Oct. 8-12 — SUPB Television Festival, Weld Auditorium, 8
p.m., 25 cents.
Oct. 9-12 — Concordia Theatre presents Macbeth,
Humanities Auditorium, 8 p.m. Admission charged.
Oct. 9-12 — Little Country Theatre presents The Grass
Harp, Askanese Hall, NDSU, 8:15 p.m. Admission will be
charged.

NOW APPEARING

GasLite Lounge _^ineTha
!"
Johnny Holm
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Next Week

Feafuring:

OPEN AT 12 NOON

Happy Hour from 4 to 7
Think and Drink—Tuesday and
Thursday 7:00 - 9:00
AND SATURDAY MOVIES AT 2:30 P.M.
T—?
*
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seaport that was Taupin's birth
place, has a good bouncy feel
thanks to the traditional threepart harmonies of Elton's trio of
Johnstone, bassist Dee Murray
and drummer Nigel Olsson.
"Dixie Lily" shows Elton's
piano at its best. But c'mon
already. Who is going to believe
this English lad when he sings
about steamboats chuggin'
along the old Miss and catfishhuntin' and cotton-pickin'? That
is just stretching the
imagination too far.
Things really fall apart on
"Solar Prestige A Gammon."
This is Elton's idea of a joke —
nonsense words that sound
Italian and are sung with
operatic intensity. However,
John Lennon already did that on
Abbey Road, and since he was
first, this does not count.
Everything gets back together
on "You're So Static," a chacha number with great honkeytonk piano, but Taupin is really
grasping for rhymes on this one.
"I've Seen The Saucers" is a
fantasy of escapism from
Mother Earth, and "Stinker" is
a blues number that sounds
exactly like all the thousands of
other blues numbers you have
heard. "Don't Let the Sun Go
Down On Me" is much more
successful; it shot to the top of
the charts and stayed there all
summer. And it deserved to.
But Elton ends this album on
the sourest note possible with
"Ticking." A supposedlydramatic ballad, "Ticking"
tells of a shy youth who goes
nuts in a bar and shoots
everyone. This just seems to be
Taupin's way of venting all his
childhood frustrations. It has no
impact whatsoever. That is
Elton's fault all along: he does
not know how to be funny or how
to be serious. And that is why
Caribou is ultimately kitsch. It
sounds good, but is it art?
Rock and Roll Queen, Mott the
Hoople
The only reason for the
release of Mott the Hoople's
Rock And Roll Queen is Atlantic
Records' attempt to cash in on
Mott's well-deserved success

.giu.'uj/a

that it achieved after switching
to Columbia Records. With the
exception of "Midnight Lady,"
all of the tracks have been lifted
from Mott's first four albums on
the Atlantic label. Although
most of the songs were ably
produced by Gut Stevens, the
sound quality is terrible — lots
of scratches and static.
Mott also just does not have it
together yet on these earlier
tracks. The songs are fairly
well-written by guitarist Mick
Ralphs and singer Ian Hunter,
and some of them still hold up
well today. Ralphs' "Rock and
Roll Queen' carries a nasty bite
and a real bitch of a guitar
intro. Mott's instrumental
version of the Kinks' "You

Really Got Me" is quite gutsy,
but it would have been great to
hear Hunter's nasal whine. His
caterwauling, which has
become the band's trademark
today, is best on "Walking' With
A Mountain" and "Death May
Be Your Santa Claus," both of
them pure walls of noise which
will rattle your fillings.
Atlantic's real mistake was
including a tedious, tepid,
totally-unlistenable live cover
of Little Richard's "Keep A
Knockin." This turkey lasts ten
minutes, and I defy anybody to
listen to it from beginning to
end. The biggest joke is Hunter
proclaiming, "Contrary to what
various people say, this is the
best possible form of music
there ever was." Oh, really?
Well, this is the most convincing
case against rock'n'roll that
there ever was on record.
Atlantic could surely have
unearthed something better to
fill in that ten-minute void.
And all this is from a record
company that was once
ashamed to admit that Mott the
Hoople was one of their artists.
Amazing.
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'Dove7 plummets far below expectations
FAIR

ick

)

By Bruce R. Miller

Whenever a producer's name
appears as largeas the title in a
film's opening credits one of two
things has to be apparent.
Either the producer has been
quite successful at his trade or
else the film is so bad that the
studio wanted to make sure the
viewers knew exactly who was
to blame.

herself by traveling around the
world. While in Fiji, Robin's cat
is killed and Patti promptly
gives him a replacement, a
spiteful calico named Avanga.
The young boy, bent on at
taining his goal, continues his
voyage and spends a great deal
of time viewing the scenery. In
fact, during the second half of
the movie, his sightseeing
outweighs his "adventures""
almost four to one.

Throughout the rest of the
voyage Robin
Since Gregory Peck is five-year
manages
to
fall
in love whh
basically an actor and
somewhat of a neophyte to the Patti, persuades her to marry
producing business, it is not too him, and finally convinces his
young bride to return to
difficult to
determine into
California
to
await his
which category his latest
homecoming.
motion picture, "The Dove,"
Thrown in between his treks
falls.
to such photogenic places as
The movie, based upon the
South America and Australia
true-life adventures of Robin
are two semi-decent ^scenes in
Lee Graham, the youngest man
which Robin almost dies during
ever to sail around the world
a storm and nearly goes insane
alone, is so short on plot that one
while waiting for a gust of wind.
wonders why the boy even
Other than these sequences,
bothered to have his memoirs
however, the film basically
published and later recorded on
proceeds at one speed — very
film.
slow.
The pacing is not the only
According to the screenplay
factor
that needs improvement.
by Adam Kennedy and Peter
Beagle, 16-year-old Robin quits Unfortunately, the acting never
school, bids his family and truly reaches a mindly
friends farewell, and then sets palatable level either.
Perhaps the worst offender is
out in his 23-foot sloop, the
"Dove." After sailing for a Deborah Raffin who plays
while Robin docks in Fiji and Patti, the beautiful young girl
meets Patti Ratteree, a who falls in love with Robin.
carefree woman of 19 who quit While she may fit all of the
college and began educating physical requirements, Raffin

take
The Moorhead State College
Forensics Team has been
named one of the Top Ten
National Sweepstakes Cham
pions for schools of its size
(2,500-7,999 enrollment). The
results were recently released
in the booklet "Intercollegiate
Speech Tournament Results
1974-75" published and edited by
Jack H. Howe, director of
forensics at California State
University - Long Beach.

5c^

Michael Kelly in oral in
terpretation and readers
theatre.
Approximately 60 students
were in the forensics program
last year; an equal number are
participating this year.

certainly must not have been
informed that her part would
actually call for acting. Dur
ing the course of two hours
she never does any. In
stead she slinks around trying
to look very chic and sexy ut
tering every one of her lines
with ver-y-mo-not-o-nous-empha-sis. Hopefully before she
starts her next role as the
ingenue in "Once Is Not
Enough" she will have had
some acting lessons. As anyone
familiar with Jacqueline
Susann's material knows, it is
not what you say that counts, it
is how you perform.
Joseph Bottoms, given half a
script, probably could have
made something out of a role
that seems tailored for him. He
is a fine young actor and really
tries his hardest to make Robin
a very believeable character.
Regrettably, though, too many
forces work against him and
often his role is diminished to
that of straight man for
Avanga, the cat.
The cat is without a doubt the
best actor in the film. He has
some of the best lines that are
delivered very spontaneously
and professionally. The only
problem with the part is that he
is on the screen so briefly one
barely gets to enjoy his per
formance.
The most stunning and
professional aspect of "The
Dove" is the utterly beautiful
photography by Sven Nykvist.
Combined with John Barry's
"A vessel of eroticism which
should launch one's sensual
fantasies. Almost a revolutionary ap
proach to porn film making."
Al Goldstein/SCREW

eloquent background music,
many of the water scenes
become very poetic and ballet
like in quality. If this film had to
be made, it was a wise move to
have Nykvist's expertise behind
the camera.
While it is assumed that the
producer's intention was to get
a PG rating, a few more
"daring" scenes between Patti
and Robin could have stepped
up the movie's tempo and given

it some excitement. As it stands
now, however, the National
Geographic specials on
television are much more in
teresting, simply because they
know how to edit their film in a
manner that will captivate their
audiences.
Hopefully for future Gregory
Peck predictions, "The Dove"
will be viewed as his swan song
to that every increasing film
genre known as the bad movie.
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Oct. 8-12 SUPB will be WITH GEORGINA SPELVIN - TINA RUSSELL
302 Main Ave.
presenting "Television Ex in color (XWMOTVHMHI
293-1430
•:i:«iFiiiiTiTfiiTj
posed," a television festival >Must
Be 18
The ranking was compiled featuring outstanding programs jOgerTj2^00'
from the 1973-74 college from the "golden age of
forensics schedule. It takes into television."
account both thesize and nature
of the tournament in awarding
Each evening will have a
points to schools that received different theme. The shows on
is si is s , •>•£ s;* J"s ' - .
superior certification or placed Oct. 8, with the theme of
among the top three in debate "Terror," are "Night Gallery"
and individual events at each a n d " A l f r e d H i t c h c o c k
tournament attended. Being Presents." The theme on Oct. 9
^ .
ranked in the top ten certifies is "Comedy" and the shows
that MSC placed among the top include "You Bet Your Life," IC-EQUIPPED FM/AM STEREO RECEIVER
five per cent of all schools "The Honeymooners" and "Sgt.
Sansui has a sound policy on tonal
a precise phono equalizer and all the in
and other electronic advances to main
quality. And there s no better introduction
put/output facilities needed to handle
tain truly musical dynamics and clean
competing ;n its classification. Bilko." "Voyage to the Bottom
your turntable tape deck and auxiliary
to Sansui hi-fi excellence than the mod
tonal response Despite its agreeable
estly-priced 441 Production costs of this
source components are included There s
price it features a h>brid IC amplifier
of the' Sea" and "The Un
newly-developed stereo receiver have
more too And thanks to CBM. Sansui s
delivering' stable low-distortion power to
been trimmed by a Sansur-deveioped
critical policy of excellence is applied all
either or both connected stereo speaker
Other top ten ranked schools touchables" accent the Oct. 10
construction technique called CBM (Cir
systems ICs and MOS FET circuitry
along the line
of MSC's size included: Baylor theme of "Adventure-Drama."
cuit Board Module) This simplifies the
keep pinpoint FM/AM reception noise
use of high-density integrated circuits
free and sharp Accurate tone controls
University; US Air Force "Super Heroes" on Oct. 11 will
Academy; Loyola University of present "Batman and Robin,
Los Angeles; New York State Parts 1 and 2," "Superman"
University at Plattsburgh and and "The Lone Ranger." Oct.
D
Texas Christian University.
12's theme of "Science Fiction"
VILLAGE WEST
BROOKDALE
SHOPPING
will highlight "Twilight Zone"
JUST EAST O F HORNBACHER'S O N 1 3 t h AVE.
CENTER
and "Star Trek."
The Sansui 441 is now being featured with the famous SRR
Hazel Scott is the director of
66 — 2 way speaker system and the ever popular BSR
forensics and debate coach at
All films will be shown in
310AXE turntable.
MSC. She is assisted by Weld Aud., 8 p.m. each evening.
Timothy Choy in oratory and The admission is 25c per
Now Only $279«
Regular Price $445***
extemporaneous speaking and evening.
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ABC premieres 10 new shows

first network at the post may be last in the ratings
By Bruce R. Miller
While the first segment of
This year the American " M a m a "
was neatly
Broadcasting Company (ABC) packaged and presented, it
has the double distinction of lacked the type of staying power
being both the first and the last that usually keeps audiences
network to premiere its new coming back for more. Theresa
slate of shows.
Merritt, starring as Mama, and
In order to avoid the tough Clifton Davis, appearing as her
premiere week competition bachelor son Clifton, work well
from "Little House on the together. Far too often, though,
Prairie" and "Sons and too many disparate characters
Daughters" ABC rusned its first amble in to the family house
comedy series, "That's My and barbershop and totally
Mama," onto the screen Sept. 4. disrupt the leads' fine rapport

Complete Drum Set

with one another. This is to be,
expected, however, since the
show takes place in
Washington, D.C. and, as
anyone knows, the people there
are about as incongruous as you
can get.
"Mama," says Clifton,
"never lets anything get past
her," but if she doesn't see to it
that the scriptwriters cut out
some of Clifton's friends, she
just may find herself without a
daughter-in-law and an earlyevening position on the ABC
schedule.

Ludwig Big Beat drum outfit includes Supraphonic
400 all metal snare drum and stand, bass drum and
mounted torn toms, floor torn torn and 201 speed King
pedal, 1 pair Zildan matched hihat cymbals and pedal
stand, 1 Zildan thin crash cymbal and stand, 1 Zildan
medium ridge cymbal and stand, snare drum and
stand. Call Pam Slotsve 293-7500, after 6 p.m. Call 2931581.
/

Try And Beat This Deal!
Clifton Davis listens intently to
Theresa Merritt's motherly advice.

INVESTMENT
Choose a snazzy sweater
or vest from this
group at Straus.

The last new series to make
its debut (dueprimarily to overlong movies on Sunday nights)
is the "Sonny Comedy Revue,"
otherwise known as the Sonny
sans Cher hour. It stars Sonny
Bono, of course, in a variety
format much like his old show
on CBS with really only one big
difference — each week Sonny
is faced with the problem of
trying to find someone who can
replace his ex-wife.
On the first program Howard
Cosell filled in for Cher, lipsyncing her hit record "HalfBreed" while perched atop a
white horse. As expected, Cosell
did not quite make it, and in
future weeks Sonny-watchers
can expect to see more
desireable partners joining
their favorite Italian as guest
spouse.

Sandwiched in between the to perform surgery on Harry O
first appearances of "Mama" before the big cuts come in
and Sonny were the initial January.
"The Texas Wheelers" and
airings of two detective stories,
two comedies, and four drama "Paper Moon," the comedy
cohorts of "That's My Mama, "
series.
"Christie Love" and "Harry are burdened with two distinct
O," the two detectives joining problems. For "The Texas
the crime-fighting ranks on Wheelers" it is merely a Jack of
ABC are about as different as devoted viewers for an ex
cellent program. In the case of
night and day.
"Paper Moon," however, it is
"Get Christie LovV' stars far more complex. Not only
Teresa Graves as an attractive could they use an audience, but
black policewoman who packs they could also do with a good
quite a punch. After seeing the director, some good scripts and
first few episodes of her series the acting expertise of Tatum
one thingis certain. If Christie's and Ryan O'Neal.
karate chops and kung fu grips
Nearly every ethnic group
fail to defeat her foes she can will be represented on ABC this
always count on giving the fall. In addition to the Chinese
culprits diabetes attacks from on "Kung Fu" ABC will be
calling them "sugah" once too giving equal time to Swedes on
often.
"The New Land," eskimos on
"Kodiak," Indians on "Nakia"
and zombies on "The Night
Stalker."
"The New Land," loosely
based on the 1973 movie of the
same name, could very well
become ABC's answer to "The
Waltons." While it lacks the
scope of Jan Troell's movie,it
does have a nice little air about
it that should lure some
dissatisfied "All in the Family"
viewers from CBS.
Clint Walker stars as an
Alaskan State Patrol trooper in
"Kodiak," a half-hour ad
Robert Forster as Nakia
venture program that only Jack
Apparently David Janssen Webb could envy. Do not ask
must have run too much in "The what the plot is yet, because
Fugitive" because in "Harry after even the first several
O" he definitely is short- editions it is perfectly clear that
winded. According to the not even the producers are
plotline, this is due to the fact exactly sure what it is.
If "Nakia" featuring Robert
that ex-cop Harry Orwell has a
bullet lodged too close to his Forster as a full-blooded
spine for doctors to operate. It is Navajo Indian bears any
a shame, too, that such an resemblance to "Billy Jack" it
excellent actor has to be bur is not entirely coincidental. The
dened with this problem, but producers are hoping that
then if his ratings fall before enough Billy Jack fans will tune
Christmas, you can be sure that in and make the association. If
Marcus Welby will be called in not, you cqn be sure that
"Nakia" willnot be the low man
on the totem pole when ABC
executives bring out their great
human weakness.
red pencil.
Audience reaction was
When "The Night Stalker"
favorable. Most viewers en
first came to the public's at
joyed the performance because
tention via the "Movie of the
of its. informal, warm
Week" skein it was an ex
presentation. They were invited
cellent, intriguing program. In
to participate in the per
its transition to the weekly
formance, bringing them
grind, however, a lot of the
closer.
polish and finesse which
A man giving his name as distringuished it from other
Gurtis said, "It was well done,' sensationalism shows vanished
but it didn't appeal to me. The and now Darrin McGavin finds
whole thing is so much greater himself with a less-exciting
than they presented it."
newsbeat.
While ABC rarely leads the
"Wish we'd have brought our ratings race, it can never be
children," stated Howard H. denied the winner's laurels for
Osborn. "It was really good." versatility. Twice each year the
network executives come up
One elderly lady beamed as with a totally new slate of series
she expressed, " I t was that never seem to be
beautifully done. Moving."
repetitious in concept.

'Godspell' con't.

Sunday Special

40

•\
81 /2 oz. NEW YORK
Cut, reg. $2.79
7oz. TOP SIRLOIN
reg. $2.39
15 oz. T-BONE STEAK
reg. $3.79

OFF REGULAR
PRICE
ON THESE
THREE STEAKS
(I.D.'s must be shown)

—

NO TIPPING

'COME AS YOU ARE"

J

These steaks are
grilled to your order, and
include tossed salad,
your choice of dressing,
baked potato and Texas
toast!

somzs
SIRLOIN FIT
2515 S. University Drive

opportunity to follow the
development of a parable. The
members of the cast handled
this situation well, especially
considering the number of
persons in the cast. The original
Broadway cast numbered nine
performers, whereas the FMCT
production numbered 27.
The portrayal of Christ by
Brother Michael Collins was
very effective. The character of
Christ in Godspell brings out the
human part of him more so than
the religious connotation. This
was especially evident in the
scenes with the Temptress and
on the mountain withSatan. The
hesitation to turn the Temptress
away or to submit to the
tem'p tations b y Satan
highlighted the concept of

^northern school
: supply co.
bookstore

King ieo's
IW »| HAMBURGER SPECIALISTS |

Your No. 1 Supplier

Northern School Supply Co. Bookstore
8th St. & N.P. Avenue
FARGO, N.D.

Drive-ins
SrcS(grand forks-fargo.minotI

want ads
WANTED: Persons interested in
Geography or Geology courses. I am
here to help you. Tom Swenson,
Geography student advisor. Office
hours —11 a.m. M-Th. Bridges 360F.
WANTED:Interfaith Religious
Organization needs men and women
interested i"n working creatively
with people. Call 232-1247.
WANTED: People interested in
working for the benefit of mankind
and to bring about a better way of
life. 232-1247.
WANTED:
Experienced
keyboard, bass, drums, for parttime club work. Show, pop, light
rock. 236-2549 or 233-6929.
WANTED:
Experienced
keyboard, bass, drums, for parttime club work. Show, pop, light
rock. 236-2549 or 233-6929.
WANTED: Anyone interested in
forming a social and-or political
organization for gays. Call 235-2352
between 5:30 and 7:30.
WANTED: Ride wanted Sundays
to and from Moorhead Presbyterian
Church. Call Jim at 236-3403.
SALE: Rummage and Bake Sale.
Oct. 5, 9-5. Dilworth Depot. Spon
sored by Dilworth Mrs. Jaycees.
THANK YOU: Second East
Grantham would like to t hank Third
East Ballard for their visit on
Monday night.
FRESHMEN: Freshmen and
transfers — if you missed Orien
tation get Free Campus Welcome
Packets in Union this Thursday 1-4
p.m. and Friday 9-12 noon.
FRESHMEN: Freshmen and
transfers — if you missed Orien
tation get Free Campus Welcome
Packets in Union this Thursday 1-4
p.m. and Friday 9-12 noon.
NEW STUDENTS: New Students
who missed Orientation can get
Campus Welcome Packets in Union
Thursday 1-4 p.m. and Friday 9-12
noon.
NEW STUDENTS: New Students
who missed Orientation can get
Campus Welcome Packets in Union
Thursday 1-4 p.m. and Friday 9-12
noon.
FOR SALE: Trunks, English
Cavalry Boots, plants, wicker plant
stands, baskets, lugs and many
more interesting things. Marcel la
MacLeod, 1212 So. 12th. Mhd. Oc
tober 3-5, 8 a.m. — 8 p.m.
FOR SALE: 1966 LeSabre Buick.
Excellent heater, air conditioner,
battery. 236-1168 for Rich. John
Alvstad Of 2662.

WANTED: Used bicycle parts.
Call Mark at 233-9201.

Ike." A Fan.
PARTY: It's a birthday party
tonight at Gooseberry from 5-8 p.m.
$1 for all you can drink. So come on
out to Sue and Jim's Birthday
Party!
FOR SALE: 23-inch Admiral
black and white TV. Table model on
rolling stand. Call 3674.
OPEN MIKE: Do you have a nineringed armadillo that can sing
"Moon River" in the key of E-flat?
Or a three-toed sloth that tap dan

BIRTHDAY PARTY: Remember
the birthday parties you used to
have? Well, forget those. Come out
and have some fun tonight from 5-8
p.m. at Gooseberry Park. It's Sue
and Jim's Birthday Party.
BORED: Do Friday nights bore
you? Come down to the Wooden
Nickel for Open Mike. You may hear
a nine-ringed armadillo sing, see a
three-toed sloth tap dance or hear
your best friend's roommate play
his guitar. You may even want to
bring your own thing and show
everyone how good you really are.
Friday, Oct. 4, 9-12 p.m.

events calendar
Thursday, Oct. 3
4 p.m.—Women's FieldHockey: CC at MSC — Nemzek
4 p.m.—Women's Tennis: NDSU at MSC — Nemzek
3:15-4 p.m.—Open Discussion for All Interested Students— United Campus
Ministry Center
7-9 p.m.—Free Student Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7 p.m.—Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship — Union Room 202
9 p.m.—Coffeehouse Presents: Bill Hepola and Daniel Gaugert: Folk
Music — Wooden Nickel
Friday, Oct. 4
6:30-8:30 p.m.—Faculty Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m.—Weekly Friday Night Film — Wooden Nickel
9 p.m. — Open Mike (All talent Welcomed) —Wooden Nickel

Monday, Oct. 7
4 p.m. — Women's Tennis: MSC at UND
4 p.m. — Student Senate Meeting — Senate Chambers, Union
4 p.m. — Spring Quarter Student Teaching Meeting — Biology Auditorium
7-9 p.m. — Free Student Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
Tuesday, Oct. 8
3 p.m. — Education Department Meeting — MacLean 125
4 p.m. — Faculty Association Meeting — MacLean 123
7-9 p.m. — Free Student Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
Wednesday, Oct. 9
10 a.m. — Placement Information Meeting — Biology Auditorium
4:30 p.m. — Freshmen Women's Field Hockey: MSC at CC
7-9 p.m. — Recreation Swimming — Gals Only — Nemzek Pool
1-4 p.m. — Delta Pi Delta Open House — Lommen 230.

MOTHERS RECORDS
524 5th St. No., 1 blk. E . of Dave's Sport shop

WE HAVE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
SMOKING PARAPHANALIA IN N.D.
LEATHER GOODS AND MUCH MORE

Barber College
of Hairstyling
is soliciting 180 men and women as models at an advanced
Hairstyling Seminar October 13 and 14. Models will receive
at no cost complete hairstyles by licensed stylists under
supervision of hairstyling artists.

Phone 232-380/for appointment.
Fargo/ N.D.

NOW FEATURING

Cheap

WEST ACRES SHOPPING 2l 4TER
G R C A T 'Sandwiches

cnnn
FOOD

REASONABLE^

• Pizza
.

Luncheo"s

DDircc

PRICES

^

CD

=3

10c

,a

tmburger 39c
>ot Long 60c

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Popeye introduces:
Josef Steuben
Liebchenwein
A blend of Rhine & Chablis

Popeye's
Off Sale
4th & Main
Moorhead

Oct. 6-7
9 p.m. — Coffeehouse Presents: Bill Steele, Folk Singer — Wooden Nickel

BIRD COYOTES
Cheap

Restaurant

Saturday, Oct. 5
10:30 a.m. — Women's Field Hockey: SDSU at MSC — Nemzek
1:30p.m. —Football: MSC vs. SWState —Nemzek Field

PERSONAL: "I like Ike." "I like

Jane Wentzel, Jean
Zorich, Sue Stanczak, Gen
Sheldon, Cindy Lang,
Wendy Brown, Mona
Metelak and Suzanne
Horgan.

- delitc.

ddfi

Oct. 4-5
9-4 p.m.—United Campus Ministry Reglious Experience Workshop: Dr.
Morton Kelsey — Ballroom, Comstock Union.

MUST SELL: One rollaway bed.
Good Condition! Only $5. 236-7879.

Congratulations
New AATT
PLEDGES!
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ces? Or do you play a fine guitar?
Open Mike in the Wooden Nickel
from 9-12 p.m. Friday Oct. 4.

Peanut Bar
Honky Tonk Piano
Sing Along
Nearly Topless
Waitresses

LIVE MORE HAPPILY FOREVER AFTER...

Use Our Bridal Gift Registry
Happier you . . . because you registered your
silver and china patterns/ your "needs" and
"haves" in our Bridal Registry. The gifts you
want and can use. Happier family and friends
too. Gift choosing is so much easier for them ...
no guess work. Just come to our Bridal Gift
Registry.

IWcStamek

SIXTY BROADWAY

>

Wayne W. Meyers,

i: r i

r
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Henegar filling the void left by Spanish
By Jim Thielman
Who holds the record for the
javelin throw at Moorhead State
College, plays a mean center
field in baseball, captained
Bismarck Jr. College's football
team for two years and quietly
admits to only one of those
facts?

four each year."

kinda liketobe my own player."

From captain he was
relegated to spot starting his
first year as a Dragon. "I only
started four games and was
backup to (George) Spanish,"
(sr-Hibbing) whose eligibility
ended last fall.

Henegar expounds at length
on sports at MSC and the role
they have played in his life.

not been completing passes with
amazing regularity.

"At MS, what I found really
different was the fact that
sports didn't go over that big.
People here seem to think that if
Henegar has s capably filled you're an athlete you go out on
Russ Henegar (sr-Bismarck).
Perhaps an unlikely hero Spanish's cleats, last year's the field just to get the big head,
standing 5'9" and weighing 197 Northern Intercollegiate and maybe some guys do. But
pounds, he tucks his chin into Conference Most Valuable most of the guys here are1
his chest as he modestly admits, Football Player, as he has playing because they like it.
being captain
at Bismarck rushed for 603 yards and four They don't get much in the way Russ Henegar.
touchdowns, one in each of the of money for it."
before transferring to MSC.
Dragons first four games.
He adds that people who
"Sports have given me frown on athletes are generally
Were they really that bad
Henegar says of Spanish: "He confidence in myself as a those who never compete in
Russ?
was an excellent athlete, but person but I don't walk around sports.
"We were all right, four and I'm not trying to copy him. I and think I'm better than you."
Sports to Henegar are the best
thing there is to build character.
They have given him discipline
and he notices better grades
during the football season as he
must budget what little time he
has following school and
practice.

students voice views on
women's sports attendance

J

"We like to throw, but to
throw a team must have good
rushing and when we're rushing
good we don't seem to want to
put the ball in the air. Dorsey
ends up throwing in obvious
passing situations."
With a physical education
major Henegar would like to
coach if he does not get a shot at
the pros.
"That's always in the back of
my mind and if I get a shot I've
gotta take it or I'll be wondering
if I would have made it for the
rest of my life." Henegar would
not shun an offer from the newly
established World Football
League.
Henegar says the press can
make or break a ballplayer
because publicity is vital to
them. He cites Forum staffer
Dick Seal as the area sports
writer who has done more for
MSC than any writer around.

Quick to heap praise on his
out for athletics, but now I think fellow teammates, he com
that's changing," remarks pliments former MSC quar
"Getting publicity attracts
The Moorhead State College
Tony Mertes (jr-Breckenridge). terback Dan Woodbury, scouts," he adds.
"If I heard more about it I'd
Women's Athletic Department
"Plus there isn't any publicity Spanish, graduated receiver
has competitive team sports in probably go," says Dick Wilson on the women's tennis team and Rick Manke and defends
One hundred fifty yards
tennis, volleyball, basketball, (sr-Duluth); but adds he is too that's what I like to watch."
current
quarterback
Mike
rushing
a game doesn't hurt
field hockey and gymnastics. busy even for attending the
Dorsey (sr-Washburn), who has either.
men's
games.
Another busy schedule
The attendance at these events
Sue Hunt (sr-Redwood Falls) confronts Greg Winter (sris minimal. Why? MSC students
has attended women's Laverne)," I have known that
speak out.
basketball games in the past but women's sports exist because I
Dawn Ouse (jr-Rothsay) says she adds, "I'm not interested in attended basketball games last
she has not attended many athletics in that sense. I don't year. There's been, as far as I
can see, no publicity on
women's games because, " I even go to guy's games."
women's sports this year or in
just never heard about it that
"The problem is that a lot of the past."
much. There's not enough
By Ron Fideldy
advertising. You always hear women have been afraid to go
5th and 6th.
Lee Anne Busch (jr-East
The Dragon harriers rolled to
Grand Forks), has not attended two impressive victories as they
On Monday the Dragons
.any games this year befcause began their 1974 campaign. The travelled to Wahpeton, ND to
she does not know anyone in 14th Annual Roe Granger In register a dual meet victory
volved. "But," she says, " I vitational in Aberdeen, SD was over North Dakota State School
might go to the volleyball game the Dragon's first triumph. of Science 18-45. Only one
today because I saw a sign in With their seven varsity run NDSSS runner broke through
the elevator."
ners among the top eleven the scarlet wave as the Dragons
finishers, Moorhead State took eight of the first nine spots.
"The publicity, I've never College totaled 20 points to Again Mike Francis led the
seen any, but if someone was defeat Jamestown College—84, squad with a 20:15 first place
interested they would never Northern State—97, Dakota finish over the four mile course.
hear about women's sports Wesleyan—108, North Dakota Chilko and Cellette placed
anyway," says Joel Dummmer State School of Science —120, second and fourth in 20:34 and
(so-Fairfax) "I'm not in Springfield—146, Dakota 20:57, while Pat Hanlon (soterested, but some people are." State—146, and Lake Region Bagley) and Kluempke tied for
JC—no team totals.
5th at 21:10.
Mary Johnson ( soEvansville) has not attended
Head CpacI^Ken Bladow was
On Oct. 5 the Dragons motor
any women's sports but she excited by the results. "The to Bemidji State College for the
explains, "For one thing I don't competition in this meet was BSC Invitational; a twelve team
know when they are. They down, but our times were ex meet that will include a number
don't advertise very much."
ceptional. Everyone ran at least of Northern Intercollegiate
thirty seconds better than last Conference (NIC) schools.
"I haven't heard anything year."
about the," states Greg Deutsch
"This meet will give us an
(jr-Casselton, ND) about
Leading the Dragon attack indication of how we should fare
women's competitive sports," I with a second place finish, Co- in the NIC championship,"
might go if I knew what sports Captain Mike Francis (sr- noted Bladow. "At this point we
they played."
Austin) reset his own MSC have some runners that are
record by two seconds, with a coming back from minor in
The
Women's Physical 25:27 over the five mile course. juries. I'm hoping that we'll be
Education Department has Teammates Dave Chilko (so-So. 100 per cent at Bemidji because
KMSC announcing the com St. Paul ) and John Tiemann it will be quite a boost if we can
petitive team games a week (jr.-St. Paul) tied for third with win this one."
ahead. There are also printed 25:48, while Rick Cellette (jrPam Dubord (so-Moorhead) returns a volley against Bemidji State as the net cards of events for the quarter Crystal) and Don Kluempke (frThe race begins at 11 a.m. at
judge looks on. Moorhead went down in defeat 15-11 and 15-13.
that can be picked up at the Melrose) posted times of 26:11 the Town and Country Club near
Photo by Bruce Crummy.
Nemzek office.
and 26:14 respectively to finish Bemidji.
By Zoe Ames

about the boy's sports but not
the girls."

cross country team begins
season with two victories
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intramural program
outlined, highlighted
By Donna Bart
The intramurals program at
Says Brcmma, "The city of
Moorhead State College began Moorhead has been very
on sure footing this year, ac cooperative in allowing us the
cording to Director Bob use of facilities." He also cites
Bromme. Registration for flag the excellent cooperation
football has been very good with received from the ground crew
a total of six leagues, including in keeping the fields and
19 men's teams, two women's facilities in top playing con
teams and 16 coed teams.
dition.

Coed intramural flag football players, Vanessa kostler (so-Olivia) and Dave Heerwald (jr-Bloomington) in action
during a recent contest.
Photo by Bruce Crummy.

A total of nine competitive
sports have been planned for
the upcoming year: archery,
tennis, volleyball, broomball,
hockey, track; badminton,
Softball and basketball. Coed
teams are scheduled for
Mondays and Wednesdays with
men's and women's team activites on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.

"It is a well balanced
program for all students, men
as well as women," comments
Broome. "If there is a demand
for an activity we will arrange
to have it put in the program."
Two new student coor
dinators, Helen Brubakken (jrSt. Paul), 'and Ferdinand
(Ferdie) Roth (jr-Washington,
NJ) have been hired to assist
Broome. Brubakken is in
Park) each had a recovery.
charge of the women's ac
Dick Sagehorn (jr-Battle Lake)
tivities and Roth will have
set up a Dragon touchdown with
control of the men's teams.
a 16-yard interception return.

league co-leader Southwest State
next opposition for Dragon eleven
By Mary Ann Young
Triumphant at University of
Minnesota-Morris, 21-0, the
Moorheaji State Dragons face a
surprisingly formidable foe in
Southwest Minnesota State
College (SMSC) on Saturday.
Game time is set for 1:30 p.m.
at Alex Nemzek Field for this
Northern Intercollegiate
Conference (NIC) contest.
The Mustangs of SMSC have
surprised many NIC conference
race watchers by defeating
their first two conference op
ponents. Now tied with
Michigan Tech for first place,
SMSC stomped Winona State
and then triumphed over
Bemidji State.
The Mustangs are paced by
an experienced team, led by
senior Rich Froemling, an allconference fullback. Three
otheroutstanding seniors will be
facing the Dragons both of
fensively and defensively. Greg
Shaikoski, Lionel Bolden, and
Chad Wyffels have a heavy
schedule with starting positions
on both lines.
Dragon coach Ross Fortier
sees the Mustang squad

establishing a strong bid for the
conference title. They have "a
basically strong running game
with an above average passing
game," states Fortier. MSC
holds a 4-0 lifetime series record
over the SMSC team.
Last weekend the Dragons
showed their strength in an
impressive victory over the
Morris Cougars. The Dragons
"had a big challenge in stopping
their (UMM) passing game,"
said Fortier. Both the offensive
and defensive units were cited
by the coach for their out
standing play.
Quarterback Mike Dorsey
(sr-Mpls.) "ran the option well
and his passing game has im
proved," said Fortier. "He does
need to work on his pitch,
though
Moorhead State recovered
four fumbles and intercepted
one pass to blunt Cougar of
fensive plans.
Dan Fritsche (jr-North St.
Paul) recovered a pair of
fumbles while Wayne Byzewski
(sr-Grand Forks, ND) and
Chuck Hoiden (sr-St. Louis

rec news
Bowling Results
Wednesday 7 p.m. Men
High series:
Lynn Waldorf
Jim Hubred

575
538

High game:
Lynn Waldorf

225

Wednesday 9 p.m. Frats
High series:
Scott Loeslie
Bill Gorden

438
469

High game:
Randy Miller
Thursday 5 p.m. Men
High series:
koy Lende
Les Bakke

Financial support for the
Running back Russ Henegar
program is obtained through
(sr-Bismarck, ND) led the
Student Senate funds which this
NAIA last week in rushing.
year totals approximately
Following the Morris game
$6,700. This amount covers the
Henegar's total yards rushing
cost of equipment, trophies,
were 608. Freshman Peter
coordinator's salaries, publicity
Pauley (Babbitt) has been a
and officials fees.
pleasant surprise to the Dragon
squad after losing place-kicker
Broome also pointed out that
Esa Khatib. Pauley has com
maximum use is made of both
pleted 8 out of 8 attempts for
on and off-campus facilities.
extra points.
For example, the men's hockey
league utilizes the 4-H building
Following the SMSC game the
Dragons will challenge in north Moorhead for their
games while broomball leagues
Michigan Tech at Houghton,
compete at Central Junior High.
MI, on Oct. 12.
Nemzek Fieldhouse and the
campus school gym are, of
course, also utilized.

High game:
Dick Sauer

High game:
Steve Pattison

204

Marty Trenberth
Richard Segawa
542
534

High game:
Jim Dubow

520
476

207

$10995

PACKAGE NO. 2
Nordica Alpina
Boots
$ 50.00
Rossignol GSL400 ..$124.00
Look GT
$ 47.50
Scott Poles
$ 15.00
Binding Safety
Check
$ 5.00
Installation
$ 8.00
Ski Ties
$ 1.00
Ski Bag
$ 7.95
$258.45

Thursday 9 p.m. Mixed
High series:
179

To finish off the program are
such spring sports as men's,
women's and coed volleyball;
men's, women's and coed
badminton tournament and
coed competiton in the areas of
softball, one-gal basketball,
tennis and track.

PACKAGE NO. 1
Nordica Alpina
Boots
$ 50.00
Head GK 03 Skis ....$119.95
Besser Plate Binding $40.00
Head Master Poles .$ 22.00
Binding Safety
Check
$ 5.00
Installation
$ 8.00
Ski Ties
..$ 1.00

Our Price
547
544

On tap for winter quarter are
men's and women's basketball;
men's, women's and coed
broomball; men's hockey;
women's slimnastics and a
men's, women's and coed
racquetball tournament. Other
women's activites are now
being planned by that coor
dinator.

With American Sportsman
1974-75 Ski Packages!

$245.95

Steve Pattison
Bill Rapacz

The intramural cage is open
3-10 p.m. Monday through
Friday and students may check
out equipment at no charge. On
Saturdays the cage is open from
1-5 p.m. Intramurals, like other
competitive programs on
campus, is not without
its
recognition system. Each
member of the all-school
championship team will receive
a trophy with ribbons presented
to division champions.

TAKE THE PLUNGE

214

Thursday 7 p.m. Men
High series:

Free coed swimming is
scheduled for Monday, Tuesday
and Thursday nights from 7-9
p.m. and Saturdays from 1-5
p.m. Wednesday nights from 7-9
p.m. is reserved for women only
while Fridays from 7-9 p.m. are
open to staff and faculty. The
campus school g,ym will be
open Monday through Friday
from 6:30-9 p.m. Students are
required to bring their own
equipment.

\

2502 So.
Univ.
West Acres

(

Our Price

19950

American
Sportsman

y/i"

f^|||

Free Hot Wax
with every new
pair of skis purchased.
Enjoy our ski
movies every
Monday nite at
8:00atShakey's

Schaak Electronics
FREE 2ND ANNUAL

MONSTROUS
LITTLE
STEREO SHOW
Noon till Nine P.M. This Weekend!
And you're invited to . . .
•-See What's New...

1975

Factory representatives from
over 30 companies will be at our
show, with their new products on display. This is your chance to
talk to the representatives from these companies, as well as our
salesmen. The main purpose of this show is to help you find the
answer to any question you have about Hi-Fi, calculators, or CB
radios. The electronics industry is one of the most highly com
petitive in the world and things are better this year than ever
before . . . stop in and find out why!

•Buy At One-Time Prices...

*

S

& SU"'

You will be able to purchase
a system, or pieces of electronic gear right at the show
for substantial savings. This is the biggest show in a 6
state area & volume sales is the key, with the lowest
prices as a result!... If you have ever the slightest notion
that you may purchase a system now, or in the future,
you should not miss this show.

,

Oct l'6

Eat Popcorn and Watch the show... .
You're invited to watch the Pioneer Multi-Media Show, "The History of Music." It's a
ISVi*
five screen, five projector extravaganza, with quad sound! It's brand new and has
been brought in from the West Coast just for this show! They've even provided free bags of
Pioneer enjoyment during the show . . . JBL will take you on filmed trip to the studio and their speaker
manufacturing plant.

Win Free Prizes..

;R£E\

[HELIUM.

Your chances of winning a free prize are pretty darn
good . . . when you consider that we have so many
prizes that we are giving away at a rate faster than 1
every 2 minutes, during the show! And the prizes are all good ones, just look at this list
• 4 day trip for 2 to Las Vegas
Stereo system worth over

$600.00
—Sherwood 7100 A receiver
—Ultralinear 100 speakers
—Garrard 82 turntable
—Stanton 500E cartridge

• Stereo Head Phones
—Audio Technica 707
—Koss Pro 4AA
—Sennheiser 414
• Turntables
—BSR710

• Stereo Cartridges

• Cassette & R-R Tapes

—Audio Technica ATI 2S
—Audio Technica ATMS
—Pickering XV-5400E
—Stanton 500EE

—Maxell
—Scotch
—TDK

• Record cleaning equipment

AliQ

• T-Shirts
—EPI
—KOSS
—KQWB # 1
—Pioneer
—Schaak

—Audio Technica
— Dishwasher
— Watts Preeners

••• Plus, bring in your dirtiest record & Watts will show you how to make it shine ... plus, while
they last; 4,000 free helium balloons, free posters, free popcorn, free "how to" books, and much,
much more. No purchase necessary.
(Contest Entrants must (a.) be at least 15 yrs. old, and (b.) be present to win.)

schaak
230 Broadway

293-0090

Schaak's Monstrous Little Stereo Show, this
Sat. & Sun. noon 'til 9 P.M., at the Fargo
Civic Auditorium. It's free, fun and finally
here. See you there!

